-Cigar SelectionBolivar Oryx Qatar Edition
Ring: 52 I Format: Edmundo I Length: 124mm
One of the most full bodied Habanos that boasts an
unrivalled richness of flavor making it one of the most
sought-after brand amongst experienced smokers which
goes well with the finest rich cocoa and nutty flavor of
Hennessy XO
Cigar: 200 I Hennessy XO: 300

Montecristo No. 2
Ring: 52 I Format: Piramide I Length: 156mm
Montecristo no. 2 is a “cigar aficionado of the year
2013”. A unique, world famous Cuban Cigar, medium to
full figurado that is in the class of its own. Expertly made,
impeccably balance, with delectable aroma and
smooth draw. An outstanding Cuban cigar that better
goes with handcrafted deep rich and complex flavor of
Glenfidich 18 Years Old Single Malt Whisky.
Cigar: 145 I Glenfidich 18 Years: 95

Montecristo Eagle Open Edition
Ring: 54 I Format: Edmundo I Length: 150mm
Fresh and light in the smoke, the big ring gauge slowly
warms giving off mild hints of exotic wood and spice. This
cigar demands to be smoked outside and in hot
weather. The perfect summer smoke. The perfect
balance epitome blend of Hennessy VSOP is the best
companion of this cigar that opens your palate like an
Eagle.
Cigar: 485 I Hennessy VSOP: 115

Cohiba Siglo V
Ring: 43 I Format: Dalia I Length: 170mm
Full of flavor with a velvety mocha creaminess the whole
way through. Very smooth with a hint of spice and
wood notes which would be perfect to pair with
unadulterated and mouthwatering blend of Chivas
Regal 25 Years Scotch Whisky.
Cigar: 245 I Chivas Regal 25 Years: 380

Cohiba Siglo IV
Ring: 46 I Format: Corona Corda I Length: 170mm
Perfect construction allows for an excellent draw and
balance even burn. Recognizable Cohiba flavors of
honey, vanilla, and cedar are spiced up with hints of
pepper and nuance of musk. The Cohiba Siglo IV is a
feat of balance that you would truly enjoy with the flair
of vanilla, honey and charcoal noted of Jack Daniel’s
Tennessee Whisky.
Cigar: 180 I Jack Daniel’s: 70

Cohiba Siglo I
Ring: 42 I Format: Perla I Length: 102mm
This Siglo series is said to be milder than the rest of the
models from Cuban brand, all with similar tastes,
presenting mild creamy sweetness, medium bean flavor
and medium tobacco taste which is better goes with
smooth creamy notes of Glenfiddich 15 Years Reserved
Solera Single Malt Whisky.
Cigar: 126 I Glenffidich 15 Years: 85

Cohiba Magicos
Ring: 52 I Format: Magicos I Length: 115mm
Perfect construction and perfect draw. The first half of
this cigar have a smooth and well balanced taste. The
evolution in the second half release strong flavor and
powerfull tobaco taste. Hot Pepper taste near the end
which will blend with the flair of citrusy aroma and malty
finish with hint of spiced notes of Akashi Japanese
Blended Whisky.
Cigar: 375 I Akashi: 175

Cohiba Panatellas
Ring: 26 I Format: Laguito No.3 I Length: 115mm
The stick was sweet right from the start. The flavour was
one of sweet cocoa and spice which remained
consistent. The draw was surprisingly good for such a thin
stick. The chocolate and mild palate notes of peated
Yoichi 10 Years Single Malt Japanese Whisky is Perfect for
this.
Cigar: 125 I Yoichi 10 Years: 130

Partagas Series D No.4
Ring: 50 I Format: Robusto I Length: 124mm
Partagas Series D No.4 is a powerful, full bodied but wellbalance Cuban Cigar with a hint of cinnamon. One of
the most individual and best robustos in the market. It is
a balance, easy draw that burns well with smooth and
scrumptious taste. An after-dinner ideal cigar that goes
perfect well with cinnamon and peppery, rich and well
balance taste of Remy Martin XO Cognac.
Cigar: 110 I Remy Martin XO: 300

